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BY ELECTRONIC MAIL
Mr. Jonathan G. Katz
Secretary
United States Securities and Exchange Commission
450 5th Street, NW
Washington, D.C. 20549-0609
Re:

File No. S7-04-05
Proposed Rule: Definition of Nationally
Recognized Statistical Rating Organization

Dear Sir:
This letter is submitted by Fitch, Inc. (“Fitch”) in response to the request for
comments of the Securities and Exchange Commission (“SEC” or the “Commission”) to
the proposed rule Definition of Nationally Recognized Statistical Rating Organization
(Release Nos. 33–8570; 34–51572; IC–26834, the “Proposed Rule”).
Introduction
Fitch traces its roots to the Fitch Publishing Company established in 1913. In the
1920s, Fitch introduced the now familiar “AAA” to “D” rating scale. Fitch was one of
the three rating agencies, together with Standard & Poor’s (“S&P”) and Moody’s
Investors Service (“Moody’s”), first recognized as a nationally recognized statistical
rating organization (a so-called “NRSRO”) by the SEC in 1975.
Since 1989 when Fitch was recapitalized by a new management team, Fitch has
experienced dramatic growth. Throughout the 1990’s, Fitch especially grew in the new
area of structured finance, by providing investors with original research, clear
explanations of complex credits, and more rigorous surveillance than the other rating
agencies.
In 1997, Fitch merged with IBCA Limited, another NRSRO headquartered in
London, significantly increasing Fitch’s worldwide presence and coverage in banking,
financial institutions and sovereigns. Through the merger with IBCA, Fitch became
owned by Fimalac, a holding company that acquired IBCA in 1992. The merger of Fitch
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and IBCA represented the first step in our plan to respond to investors’ need for an
alternative global, full-service rating agency capable of successfully competing with
Moody’s and S&P across all products and market segments.
Our next step in building Fitch into a global competitor was our acquisition of
Duff & Phelps Credit Rating Co., an NRSRO headquartered in Chicago, in April 2000
followed by the acquisition later that year of the rating business of Thomson BankWatch.
These acquisitions strengthened our coverage in the corporate, financial institution,
insurance and structured finance sectors, as well as added a significant number of
international offices and affiliates.
Because of Fitch’s growth and acquisitions, it today has approximately 1,600
employees, including over 850 analysts, in 49 offices worldwide. Fitch currently covers
3,900 banks, insurance companies and other financial institutions, 1,300 corporations, 91
sovereigns and 73,000 municipal offerings in the United States. In addition, we cover
over 8,500 issues in structured finance, which remains our traditional strength.
The Proposed Definition of NRSRO
Through the years, NRSRO ratings have been increasingly used in safety and
soundness and eligible investment regulations for banks, insurance companies and other
financial institutions. While the use of ratings in regulations has not been without
controversy, we believe that regulators, including the SEC, have relied on NRSRO
ratings for the same reason that investors do: ease of use, widespread availability and
proven performance over time.
The proposed definition of NRSRO reflects many years of discussion and debate
over the topic of rating agency recognition and thirty years of experience actually
recognizing various NRSROs by the SEC staff. We commend the SEC’s balanced
approach to the subject matter and manifest desire to show all sides of the issues
highlighted in the Proposed Rule. We believe that the Proposed Rule presents a
recognition system that, while not without issues, ensures that recognized organizations
possess the competence to develop reliable ratings and protects against the establishment
of rating organizations that would issue inflated ratings in an effort to achieve short-term
competitive gain.
Set forth below are our comments on the Proposed Rule and answers to those
questions for which we believe we can add to the dialogue on these important issues.

The First Component
Publicly Available Credit Ratings. How should it be determined whether an
NRSRO is making its credit ratings readily available on a widespread basis? Should our
rule specify the manner and methods that must be used to distribute ratings? Should
internet posting itself be sufficient?
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We believe that the Proposed Rule appropriately conditions recognition upon the
widespread dissemination of public ratings at no cost.
Fitch believes strongly in transparency in the ratings process. Accordingly, Fitch
makes available free of charge on our web site all of our outstanding public ratings. Fitch
also distributes announcements of public ratings actions through a variety of wire
services. In addition, there are hundreds of criteria reports published highlighting the
methodology we use to rate various types of entities and securities, together with detailed
sector analysis on a broad array of sectors, companies, and issues, all available free on
our web site (www.fitchratings.com). Fitch has also been a leader in publishing so-called
presale reports in the areas of structured finance, global power, project finance and public
finance where our published analysis of various transactions of interest to the market is
made available free of charge on our web site prior to the pricing of the transaction.
We believe that the SEC should also consider when recognizing a rating agency
the transparency of its process as evidenced by the availability of criteria and
methodology reports and, of equal importance, annual publication of transition and
default studies setting forth the performance of ratings over time by ratings categories or
other statistical studies that demonstrate reliability.
Although Fitch believes that best practices for a rating agency ought to include
making announcements of initial public ratings and subsequent rating actions available to
wire services and similar media channels to assure the widest distribution, making public
credit ratings available on a free web site should be sufficient for meeting the criteria of
issuing publicly available credit ratings.
Issue-Specific Credit Opinions. Should a credit rating agency that does not rate
specific securities or money market instruments be included in the definition of NRSRO?
If so, under what circumstances?
This is a question best answered by the users of ratings. Fitch publishes both
issuer and issue-specific ratings because we believe that investors find both valuable in
understanding creditworthiness. If an investor uses ratings to allocate capital to a specific
security owned, then it seems appropriate to use issue-specific ratings for that purpose as
the risk of loss given default can vary among different securities issued by the same
issuer. Investors, however, use credit ratings for a variety of purposes including
assessing both the probability of default and loss given default.
Should the Commission provide additional
Current Credit Opinions.
interpretation regarding what it means for a credit rating agency’s credit ratings to be
“current assessments”? Should the Commission specify the time period? Will the
proposed rule’s provisions provide sufficient assurance to the markets that ratings are
current?
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Fitch agrees that unless credit ratings reflect “current assessments” of
creditworthiness they are of limited utility to the user of the credit ratings. Fitch believes
that the SEC should consider what procedures a rating agency has in place to ensure that
its ratings are reviewed, and if needed, updated to reflect the occurrence of material
events and that the rating agency follows those procedures. Fitch has such procedures in
place and follows them in order to ensure that our ratings are a current assessment of
creditworthiness, except in the rare circumstance where we issue a credit rating that does
not entail ongoing surveillance (so-called “point-in-time ratings”).
We do not believe, however, that the SEC should identify a specific time period
for such review or provide additional interpretation regarding the meaning of “current
assessments.” Instead, we believe that whether a credit rating is a “current assessment”
of creditworthiness, and all issues relating to the reliability of credit ratings, are best
judged by the organization demonstrating the performance of their ratings over time by
publication of actual default rates experienced in rating categories and transition studies
showing the movement of ratings over time or through other statistical studies that
demonstrate reliability. When considering a rating organization for possible recognition,
we believe the SEC should evaluate the default and transition experience of each
organization’s ratings against a benchmark reflecting the aggregate, historical default and
transition rates of all ratings issued by rating agencies in the market1. Ultimately, we
believe that recognition should be reserved for those organizations that prove the
performance of their ratings over time relative to the performance of other rating systems.
We believe this is the most effective manner in which to ensure that credit ratings are
“current.”
The Second Component
General Acceptance in the Financial Markets. How else could the Commission
define the term “NRSRO” in order for users of a credit rating agency’s ratings to
determine whether such ratings are credible and are reasonably relied upon by the
marketplace? Are the approaches discussed above useful for determining whether a
credit rating agency meets the second component of the proposed definition? Are there
other types of information that would be appropriate? For example, should the fact that a
credit rating agency has many subscribers support a finding that the credit rating agency
satisfies the second component? What types of statistical data could be relied on to
determine if a credit rating agency’s credit ratings are relied on by the marketplace?
What standards should be considered to assess such statistical data? Should the views of
issuers be a relevant consideration in determining whether a credit rating agency meets
the second component of the NRSRO definition?
One criticism of the NRSRO system is that it poses a barrier to entry for new
entrants. Currently in the United States, ratings by new entrants typically do not satisfy
investing criteria for regulated institutional and other corporate investors unless the SEC
1

For a further discussion of the use of benchmarks in evaluating ratings, see The New Basel Accord (April
2003), Basel Committee on Banking Supervision, Bank for International Settlements.
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recognizes the entrant as an NRSRO. Recognition requires that these institutional and
corporate investors generally accept a credit rating agency as an issuer of credible and
reliable ratings. This situation creates a challenge for the new entrant: how do you build
acceptance among investors before recognition? In light of the recognition of six new
NRSROs since the SEC recognized the original three NRSROs in 1975, a rating agency
clearly can achieve acceptance absent formal recognition. Admittedly, the requirements
to achieve NRSRO status pose some barriers to entry, but these barriers are necessary to
fulfill the important purpose of ensuring that the recognized agencies demonstrate the
performance necessary to create a reliable ratings system.
While Fitch believes that the criteria for recognition should include an evaluation
of the extent to which market participants use an organization’s ratings, as we note above,
we believe the most important criteria to demonstrate that an organization is an issuer of
credible and reliable ratings is the performance of their ratings over time. An
organization can demonstrate the performance of ratings over time by publishing actual
default rates experienced in rating categories and transition studies showing the actual
movement of ratings over time or through other statistical studies that demonstrate
reliability. We believe performance-based criteria are more objective and pose less of a
barrier to entry than a general acceptance criterion.
Limited Coverage NRSROs. Should a credit rating agency that is recognized
by the financial marketplace for issuing credible and reliable ratings within a limited
sector or geographic area meet the NRSRO definition only for its ratings within such
sector or geographic area, or more broadly? If a credit rating agency meets the NRSRO
definition only with respect to its ratings within a particular sector or geographic area,
would the NRSRO classification interfere with the credit rating agency’s ability to
expand its business? How should ratings from such an NRSRO be identified so that
broker-dealers and other users of NRSRO ratings for regulatory purposes can determine
which credit ratings from the NRSRO may be used for regulatory purposes? We noted
above that commenters mentioned that it would be difficult for limited coverage NRSROs
to provide a full and accurate assessment of credit risks without a broader expertise in
credit risk assessment. We request further comment on this view given our proposal to
permit limited coverage NRSROs.
We believe that the SEC should continue the practice of limited recognition that
acknowledges the special expertise of smaller organizations in selected areas of specialty
or geographic regions such as the prior recognition afforded to IBCA and BankWatch for
their expertise in financial institution analysis. We do not believe, however, that
organizations that are recognized for a specific expertise ought to be afforded full
recognition unless, and until, they can demonstrate through default rates, transition
studies or other statistical studies that their ratings in all areas are credible and reliable.
We do not believe that demonstrating expertise in one or two sectors or geographic areas
should be sufficient for broad recognition.
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If the SEC decides to grant limited recognition, we believe that it is reasonable to
expect the users of an organization’s ratings to be responsible for knowing the extent to
which an organization is recognized.
The Third Component
Analyst Experience and Training. The Commission recognizes that the
evaluation of an analyst’s experience would involve a degree of subjectivity. The
Commission requests comment on the appropriate subjective criteria that a credit rating
agency should use in assessing the experience and training of an analyst to meet the
proposed NRSRO definition. In addition, what objective criteria are relevant? What level
of importance should be given to the subjective and objective criteria? How can a credit
rating agency in seeking to meet the proposed NRSRO definition demonstrate that it has
adequate procedures designed to ensure that its analysts are competent? What factors
should a credit rating agency consider in evaluating the background of its analysts and
other members of its staff?
Number of Ratings per Analyst. Is the concern that a credit rating agency’s
ratings may become less reliable as the number of issues rated per analyst increase
valid? If so, what type of workload is reasonable for the analytical quality of a credit
rating agency’s ratings to remain high? Should the Commission specify minimum
standards for a credit rating agency’s analysts to continuously monitor and assess
relevant developments relating to their ratings so that users of the credit rating agency’s
ratings can determine whether the credit rating agency meets the NRSRO definition? If a
credit rating agency relies primarily on quantitative models to develop credit ratings,
how can such a firm’s ratings reflect a thorough analysis of the specific credit
characteristics of a particular security? Should the Commission require credit rating
agencies to disclose the number of credit analysts they employ and the average number of
issues rated or otherwise followed by those analysts, as suggested by commenters?
While Fitch is committed to recruiting well-qualified professionals and providing
ongoing, high-quality training, we believe that the criteria related to analyst’s
qualifications and number of ratings per analyst are attempts to use subjective, difficult to
articulate standards to assess whether an organization issues reliable ratings when
objective statistics can be used to demonstrate the reliability of ratings. Once again, we
believe this is an area where the recognition criteria can best serve the market by focusing
on the demonstrable performance of an organization’s ratings over time.
Credit rating organizations employ a multidisciplinary professional staff
combining people with expertise in economics, finance, accounting, law, statistics,
mathematics and computer science, as well as diverse industry and sector experience.
Unlike accounting, law and engineering where there is a common set of educational and
professional credentials, it is extremely difficult to identify particular terminal degrees,
professional qualifications or certifications needed to succeed in an organization as
diverse as Fitch. Many of our employees are certified public accountants, chartered
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financial analysts and lawyers, while others have no professional designations. While
many of our employees hold master degrees in business and related fields, our
employees’ educational attainment ranges from entry level employees with bachelor
degrees in the arts or social sciences to employees with doctorates. For these reasons, it
would be difficult to devise a standard set of qualifications.
As to the number of ratings per analyst, we agree with the view generally shared
by the commenters to the Concept Release that the number of analysts and the number of
issues per analyst are best left to the credit rating agencies. In simple terms, an analyst
covering a smaller number of ratings should be more effective than a similarly skilled and
trained analyst covering a larger number of ratings. Technology, the experience of the
analyst, the number of published commentaries the analyst is expected to author, the
number of analysts in the sector and the size, complexity and transparency of the sector
covered by the analyst all lead to significant variation in the number of ratings per analyst
from sector to sector within an organization. For these reasons, we believe that the
average number of ratings per analyst can be misleading and of limited relevance to the
overall reliability of an organization’s ratings.
With respect to evaluating the background of analysts, Fitch agrees that it is
appropriate for credit rating organizations to have policies in place to ensure that we do
not hire people of compromised integrity and that credit rating organizations have
procedures in place to evaluate the background of the people they hire. Fitch has such a
policy in place as well as procedures to evaluate the background of our prospective
employees.
Information Sources Used in the Ratings Process. Should a credit rating
agency be required to test in some way the integrity of information provided directly by
issuers (both public and nonpublic) and through third party vendors? Are there other
appropriate objective methods for determining whether a credit rating agency has
reasonably tested the integrity of the information on which it bases its ratings?
Fitch believes that it would be inappropriate to require that rating agencies test or
verify the data supplied to us from issuers or any other source. Fitch does not audit or
verify any information provided to us and we believe that our position is the same as
other leading rating agencies. We have always made our position publicly known and we
have disclosed our position in our ratings definitions, in our code of conduct, in several
places on our web site and in the disclosures that appear on our publications.
We believe that the SEC’s proposal with respect to the information sources used
by the rating agencies is unsound, as it appears to seek to impose a diligence requirement
on rating agencies either for purposes of creating a private right of action or for oversight
purposes. Even putting aside the significant and in our view insurmountable issues of
the constitutionality of such an approach under the First Amendment, rating agencies do
not now audit or verify the information on which they rely. To impose such a
requirement would duplicate the work of the various professionals (auditors, lawyers,
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investment bankers and fiduciaries) upon whom the law places certain obligations of
diligence and due care.
In addition, we firmly believe that existing antifraud remedies are sufficient to
address rating agencies intentionally or recklessly making material misstatements of fact.
Contacts with Management. In designing and implementing systematic
procedures to ensure credible and reliable ratings, should a credit rating agency seeking
to meet the definition of NRSRO address how and the extent to which it involves an
issuer’s senior management in the rating process? To meet the proposed NRSRO
definition, should a credit rating agency’s procedures require that the credit rating
agency request an issuer’s senior management to participate in the credit rating agency’s
rating process without incurring a fee?
While access to nonpublic information and senior levels of management at an
issuer is beneficial, a reliable opinion about the creditworthiness of an issuer can be
formed based solely on public information in many jurisdictions and, in particular, in the
United States. Typically, it is not the value of any particular piece of nonpublic
information that is important to the rating process, but that access to such information and
senior management can assist us in forming a qualitative judgment about a company’s
management and prospects. Even in cases where there is no direct involvement of a
company’s senior management in a rating, analysts often have the opportunity to hear
from and, occasionally, question senior management through participation in open
conference calls and at industry and trade conferences.
It also appears to Fitch that this proposed recognition criterion can be perceived as
detracting from the value of ratings done solely on the basis of publicly available
information without the involvement of the issuer, which we believe creates significant
competitive issues. Since Moody’s and S&P are so dominant, many issuers believe that
they must cooperate with, and pay rating fees to, Moody’s and S&P. In order to compete
with Moody’s and S&P, other rating agencies must build an investor following. Without
an investor following, a rating agency is unlikely to get cooperation from issuers. To
build a following among investors, a rating agency must demonstrate that it has the
breadth of coverage investors perceive Moody’s and S&P possess. Without adequate
coverage, a rating agency cannot build a following with investors. Since issuers are
significantly less likely to cooperate with a smaller rating agency, the only way that a
smaller rating agency can increase coverage is to rate issuers and issues based on publicly
available information. Since there is no evidence that ratings based on publicly available
information are inferior to interactive ratings, we do not feel it is appropriate to
undermine the credibility of ratings based on publicly available information and thereby
harm competition.
Fitch does agree, however, that best practices dictate that a rating agency should
encourage management at an issuer to participate in the rating process without regard to
whether or not the issuer pays rating fees.
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In 2001, Fitch introduced its Fitch Initiated Ratings program. There is no
difference in the analytical process or criteria used for Fitch Initiated Ratings, although
the level of management involvement varies. Procedures relative to the publication of the
ratings are also the same and we contact the issuer prior to publishing a new rating or
subsequent rating action in accordance with our regular practices. Fitch will only publish
a Fitch Initiated Rating if we conclude that there is sufficient information available to us
to allow us to express our opinion, and in all cases, such ratings are uncompensated and
Fitch does not assess or seek fees for the analysis done in connection with these ratings.
Fitch Initiated Ratings target high-profile market participants or issuers about which there
is a discrepancy in market opinions not traditionally rated by Fitch. Ratings initiated
under this program are identified as such in the original publication concerning the rating.
We believe our program is well-designed to enhance our coverage of important issuers
and issues while providing an issuer every opportunity to participate in the rating process
without regard to the payment of rating fees.
Organizational Structure. Would information on a credit rating agency’s
organizational structure be useful to users of ratings? If so, what information would be
useful?
We believe how we structure our business and what we do from a structural
standpoint to mitigate potential conflicts are relevant to users of ratings. Fitch would be
happy to disclose any information about our organizational structure that the SEC might
reasonably request of us to the extent that we do not already publicly disclose it.
We believe that it is important that rating agencies separate rating services from
affiliated businesses. Accordingly, Fitch has in place a firewall policy with respect to
affiliated businesses and affiliated businesses within the Fitch Group are contained in
entities that are both legally and operationally separate from the rating business. Our
firewall policy is available on our free web site www.fitchratings.com under the heading
Code of Conduct.
Conflicts of Interest. What specific conflicts of interest should be addressed in a
credit rating agency’s procedures and how should they be addressed? Should a credit
rating agency that engages in activities that present potential or actual conflicts of
interest be excluded from the definition of NRSRO? Alternatively, is it sufficient for a
credit rating agency to impose and implement safeguards to prevent potential conflicts of
interest from affecting the quality and independence of its credit ratings? Are there other
practices that raise concerns similar to those raised by conflicts of interest, for example,
those referred to in footnote 93 regarding unsolicited ratings, that should be addressed in
a credit rating agency’s procedures?
The most often cited potential conflict of interest that an NRSRO must manage is
the fact that the current NRSROs derive a significant portion of their revenue from the
ratings fees charged to issuers of rated securities. Fitch does not believe that the fact that
issuers generally pay the rating agency’s fees creates an actual conflict of interest, i.e., a
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conflict that impairs the objectivity of the rating agency’s judgment about
creditworthiness reflected in ratings. Rather, it is more appropriately classified as a
potential conflict of interest, i.e., something that should be disclosed and managed to
assure that it does not become an actual conflict. We believe the measures Fitch (and, on
belief, the other agencies as well) has in place to manage the potential conflict adequately
prevent an actual conflict of interest from arising.
The practice of charging a fee to the issuer for the analysis done in connection
with ratings dates back to the late 1960s. It is widely known by investors, who are the
ultimate consumers of the rating agency product.
By way of context, Fitch’s revenue comes from two principal sources: the sale of
subscriptions for our research and fees paid by issuers for the analysis we conduct with
respect to ratings. In this we are similar to other members of the media which derive
revenue from subscribers and advertisers that include companies they cover. Like other
journalists, we emphasize independence and objectivity because our independent,
unbiased coverage of the companies and securities we rate is important to our research
subscribers and the marketplace in general.
Fitch goes to great efforts to assure that our receipt of fees from issuers does not
affect our editorial independence. We have a separate sales and marketing team that
works independently of the analysts that cover the issuers. We believe that rating
agencies must have in place policies and procedures to manage the potential conflict
presented by the issuer pays model. Fitch has in place a written policy concerning fee
discussions and negotiations that is set forth in our code of conduct, which is available
on our free web site www.fitchratings.com under the heading Code of Conduct.
We also manage the potential conflict through our compensation philosophy.
The revenue Fitch receives from issuers covered by an analyst is not a factor in that
analyst’s compensation. Instead, an analyst’s performance, such as the quality and
timeliness of research, and Fitch’s overall financial performance determine an analyst’s
compensation. Similarly, an analyst’s performance relative to his or her peers and the
overall profitability of Fitch determine an analyst’s bonus. The financial performance of
analysts’ sectors or groups do not factor into their compensation. Our policy concerning
analyst compensation is also set forth in our code of conduct.
Fitch does not have an advisory relationship with the companies it rates. It
always maintains full independence. Unlike an investment bank, our fees are not based
on the success of a bond issue or tied to the level of the rating issued. The fee charged
an issuer does not go up or down depending on the ratings assigned or the successful
completion of a bond offering.
Our fee is determined in advance of the determination of the rating and we do not
charge a fee for a rating unless the issuer agrees in advance to pay the fee. While we do
assign ratings on an unsolicited basis, we do not send bills for unsolicited ratings. Any
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issuer may terminate its fee arrangement with Fitch without fear that its rating will be
lowered, although we do reserve the right to withdraw a rating for which we are not paid
if there is insufficient investor interest in the rating to justify continuing effort to maintain
it.
Fitch believes that the disclosure of the arrangement by which an issuer pays fees
to Fitch in connection with Fitch’s ratings of the issuer is appropriate. Accordingly, Fitch
currently discloses that it receives fees from issuers in connection with its ratings as well
as the range of fees paid. This has been our practice for sometime.
Rating agencies must also guard against subscribers having preferential access to
information about a rating action before it is available to the general public. Fitch takes
great efforts to ensure that all members of the public have access to our public ratings and
may discuss these ratings with our analysts, whether or not those interested parties are
subscribers.
To guard against preferential access to ratings information, Fitch believes all
public ratings and rating actions should be widely disseminated through web sites and,
preferably, international wire services, as well. Except for prior notification to the issuer
of a rating or rating action, Fitch never selectively discloses ratings and rating actions to
any subscriber or any other party. As described above, Fitch’s public ratings and related
publications, including those detailing rating actions, are widely available through our
public web sites and wire services free-of-charge and there are no prior communications
of rating actions to subscribers.
Rating agencies also must thoroughly separate affiliates from the ratings business.
There must be appropriate safeguards in place to prohibit the marketing by affiliates of
non-rating products and services to issuers from influencing ratings in any way. Fitch
has adopted a formal firewall policy that addresses a number of issues relating to the
products and services offered by affiliates of Fitch Ratings to issuers and others. As part
of that policy, we restrict ratings analysts from marketing or recommending any
affiliate’s products or services or to suggest or create the inference that the use of, or
failure to use, any such products will affect the issuers’ ratings. Our firewall policy is
available on our free web site www.fitchratings.com under the heading Code of Conduct.
Fitch also agrees that rating agencies must have in place policies and procedures
to assure that so-called unsolicited ratings are issued in a fair and balanced manner. We
have such policies and procedures in place. Our policies and procedures relating to Fitch
Initiated Ratings are described above under the heading Contacts with Management.
A final area of potential conflict where rating agencies ought to maintain strict
policies and procedures is the management of the financial and personal interests of its
analysts. While Fitch acknowledges that full disclosure of financial and personal
interests by analysts can be an appropriate way to manage the conflicts presented by these
interests, Fitch has chosen to prohibit its analysts from being involved in any rating
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action in which they have a financial or personal interest. Accordingly, Fitch prohibits its
analysts from participating in any rating action if the analyst, or any member of the
analyst’s immediate family, own any security in the issuer. Our policy relating to
employee conflicts of interest is available on our free web site www.fitchratings.com
under the heading Code of Conduct.
In conclusion, we believe it is possible for rating agencies to manage the potential
conflicts that they face, but rating agencies must have robust policies and procedures in
place to manage these conflicts and the infrastructure in place to monitor and enforce
those policies and procedures.
Misuse of Information. As discussed above, to meet the third component of the
NRSRO definition, should a credit rating agency demonstrate that it has systematic
procedures designed to prevent the misuse of material nonpublic information? What
types of procedures are reasonable for a credit rating agency to protect material
nonpublic information? Should a credit rating agency have personnel dedicated
specifically to verifying employees’ compliance with such procedures? Should persons
performing this function provide ongoing training of employees and act as a resource to
answer questions as they arise? Should the procedures provide for a system by which
employees can report violations of the controls in place to protect nonpublic information
or other inappropriate activities? The Commission encourages commenters to provide
information on appropriate procedures for receiving and adequately securing material
nonpublic information.
We believe that it is imperative that rating agencies have in place policies and
procedures designed to prevent the misuse of nonpublic information. We also agree that
rating agencies ought to have a compliance function, to provide specific training to its
employees in the compliance area and to provide a means by which employees can report
violations of policies and procedures without fear of reprisal. Fitch has in place a
compliance function, offers regular training on compliance issues and provides
employees with a means by which they can report compliance breaches that we are in the
process of making totally anonymous at the employee’s option. Our policies on
confidentiality and compliance are set forth in our code of conduct and related policies,
all of which are available on our free web site www.fitchratings.com under the heading
Code of Conduct.
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Financial Resources. Should a credit rating agency make its audited financial
statements readily available to users of securities ratings in order for such users to assess
whether a credit rating agency has sufficient financial resources to satisfy the third
component? What other types of financial information could a credit rating agency make
available to users of securities ratings for purposes of the third component? Should a
credit rating agency provide users of securities ratings with information relating to the
percentage of revenue it receives from particular issuers or subscribers as compared to
the credit rating agency’s total revenues? Should a credit rating agency establish
procedures to limit the percentage of revenues it receives from a single issuer or
subscriber? How else can it be determined that a credit rating agency is financially
independent of both subscribers and rated issuers?
Fitch is a subsidiary of Fimalac, a French public company, and as such our
financial results are publicly reported in Fimalac’s annual and periodic reports, which are
published in English, as well as French. There is already a hyperlink from Fitch’s web
site to Fimalac’s web site, on which you can find Fimalac’s financial reports. We believe
that the current public reports of our parent company allow users of our ratings to assess
the sufficiency of our financial resources. Accordingly, we do not object to a
requirement with which we are already complying.
We note, however, that we believe that certain of the existing NRSROs are
private, family-owned companies. They may not wish to publish their financial
statements. We also believe that a requirement that an NRSRO publicly disclose their
financial statements could put a chilling effect on other private companies’ desire to seek
recognition, which could create an unintended barrier to entry for future NRSRO
candidates.
As noted above, Fitch discloses that it receives fees from issuers in connection
with our ratings as well as the range of fees paid. While disclosing the percentage of total
revenue that an issuer’s fees represent in connection with a rating or the more extensive
disclosure of the actual amounts paid by an issuer to Fitch would provide the users of
ratings with more information, such disclosure would create competitive issues for Fitch.
Disclosure of the percentage of total revenue that an issuer’s fees represent
together with the existing public disclosure of our total revenue would allow our
competitors, as well as users of our ratings, to know our revenue by client. We do not
believe that it is necessary or appropriate to provide disclosure of the percentage of total
revenue that an issuer’s fees represent or to provide more extensive financial disclosure.
We believe that the specific fees we charge and the revenue we derive from other sources
are proprietary and if known by our major competitors, both of whom possess dominant
market power in certain markets, will cause us competitive injury. We believe other
existing NRSROs and potential NRSRO candidates would be caused similar competitive
injury if required to disclose this information. We believe that the far more important
disclosure is that the fee arrangement exists and the range of those fees.
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Standardized Rating Symbols. Should the Commission continue to rely on
existing market-based standards for rating symbols and rating categories, or should
specific standards be incorporated into the definition of the term “NRSRO”? If the latter,
what standards are appropriate?
NRSROs should be permitted to use the symbols and rating definitions they
believe are most appropriate so long as they publicly disclose the meaning of the
symbols, the related rating definitions and, most importantly, statistical studies that allow
the users of the ratings to understand how the ratings perform over time.
It should be noted that Fitch does not believe that a criteria for recognition should
be adherence to generally accepted industry standards. In fact, such industry standards
do not exist in the case of credit rating agencies and we believe that it would be
detrimental to introduce them. Ratings are opinions, and as such ratings are based on
differing criteria, qualitative and quantitative, in each agency. The market benefits from
this diversity of opinion and demands it. Requiring that a rating agency abide by strict
standards would create a situation in which each agency would produce the same result
on each credit, and there would be neither need for competing agencies nor any benefit
from competing agencies. In addition, if every rating agency followed the same criteria,
this would likely foster pro-cyclicality in ratings, which could lead to risk being
underestimated in booms and overestimated in recessions.
Other Issues
Statistical Models. Should a credit rating agency that relies solely or primarily
on statistical models be able to meet the proposed NRSRO definition? If so, under what
circumstances? The Commission also requests comment on guidelines for assessing the
relevance and reliability of statistical models used in the ratings process.
This is a question best answered by the users of ratings.
Does the Commission’s proposed NRSRO
Provisional NRSRO Status.
definition and approach for promoting competition address the competitive concerns
raised by commenters’ supporting provisional NRSROs?
Yes.
Addressing Barriers to Entry and Anticompetitive Conduct
Fitch firmly believes in the power of competition. We also believe that there is
always a demand for insightful, independent credit research.
As noted above, the NRSRO system is often cited as a barrier to entry for new
rating organizations. Commenters also have expressed concerns that certain practices of
rating agencies may be anticompetitive or constitute unfair practices.
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If the SEC wishes to further address barriers to entry in the ratings market, ensure
competition in the ratings market and address anticompetitive conduct, the
Commissioners should enact rules prohibiting anticompetitive conduct by NRSROs and
preclude NRSROs from engaging in conduct designed to preserve market share. Fitch
believes that this is an area which would benefit from SEC regulation to protect NRSRO
competition. Fitch believes that any NRSRO found to be using anticompetitive practices
or unfair business practices should have their NRSRO designation revoked.
Please call me at (212) 908-0626 with any questions that you might have on our
comments or to discuss this matter further at your convenience.
Very truly yours,

Charles D. Brown
General Counsel

